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of_Ineelienu: 
On March 17, 1945, Mr. I. U. Sheppard, plant 

superintendent of the BeaCh Foundry Limited, Ottawa, Ontario e 

 submitted four samples of moulding sands for examination. 

These sands will be referred to in this report as A, Bp C e  

and D, and are identified as follows (with Mr. Sheppard's 

comments re their use following in quotation marks): 

Sand AO 	New mouldine sandeem New arse . °When 
—This san37M- used rat-tain ocourrea  on their 

castings." 

Sand B, - Now mouldins sand from  Albany, Eew York. 
---"en the foundry swieZEWa-n the use Er-Unrsand, 

rat-tails disappeared." 

Sand O. - Rea sand from the foundr floor. "This 
was origi aIIy Now jersey sand,  bu now is probablr 
about equal parts of New Jersey and Albany sanch 
Little trouble from rat-tails is e nooturtered  „ 

Sand D. 	"S stem"  sand from the  conve orAystem. 
Tis sand  ii  causing trouble  tram  b ow-holes." 

An examination of the sands was requested, with 
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(Origin of Material anq Object of Investigation:  conttd) 

the object of finding: 

(1)Any differences between the New Jersey 

and Albany sands which might lecount for the rat-talis 

when the New Jersey sand 13 -used. and their absence 

when Albany sand is used. 

(2)The cause of blow-holes in castings when 

the "eystemn sand is used. 

PROCLDURE: 

Fineness Determination: 

The results of the fineness determination were 

as follows: 

U.S. Sereen 	Sand 	Sand 	Sand 	Sand 

	

No. 	A 
- netent Wilired ..---2-'' 

	

6 	- 	None, None. 	None. 	None. 

	

12 	- 	None. None. 	None, 	0.2 

	

20 	. 	005 	0,4 	None, 	0.5 

	

30 	- 	0.3 	0.2 	Nome. 	0.4 

	

.10 	• 	0.4 	0.3 	None. 	1.0 

	

50 	• 	0.4 	0,4 	0.1 	2 05 

	

70 	.. 	0.5 	0.4 	0.1 	8.8 

	

100 	.. 	2.1 	1.2 	0.1 	1163 

	

140 	• 	30.1 	17.0 	6.5 	26.6 ' 

	

200 	. 	22.7 	20,0 	16,4 	18.0 

	

230 	. 	9,0 	1.7 	3.7 	0,5 

	

270 	- 	0.8 	5.2 	7,3 	0.5 

Pan 	- 	15,7 	41.1 	55.1 	1505 

	

A.F.A. clay - 	16.5 	1200 	10.7 	13.4 

A.F.A. Fine- 

	

ness No, - me 	20/ 	243 	138 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Prccedre e  ccnti'd)  - 

PermetatInIX: 

The sand was received in tbe tempered condition. 

Moisture content and permeability were aa  follws: 

Sand 	Sand 
D 

1200 	6.0 

12.6 	21.8 

Sonc.I 	Sand 
A 

Molsturt4Iacaont - 1102 	9.0 

PermeabilitTy, " 17 03 	9.0 
IMII...••■•■••••••eambeAmmi 

12.92Atejm29rature Tests: 

The sands were tested at elevated temeratures, 

using  a sand dllatometer, Figure 1  is a  picture of the. 

instrument used. 

Elelre 1. 

HIG11.4UIPERATUU.a: 3A ND DILAT011 
Ma! 

Shock Test  - 

Sand specimens 2 inches long and 1-1/8 inches  In 
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(Procedure, conttd) 

diameter were subjected to the shock test by raising them 

into a furnace heated to 2500° F. Figure 2 is a photograph 

of the epoelzrens after' being subjected to this test. 

j.jivelet:±1 . 

A 	 Si 
SAND SPIICI:ENS SUBJk.,7CM.1) TO TEE SHOCK TEST. 

Note slag bubble,in specimen D (system sand). 
mob 

It will be noted that the New Jersey sand (A) is 

the only one to withstand  th  is test, i.e., hold its original 

conformation. 

Note the bubble in the "system" sand specimen (D). 

Subsequent experiments . established that the se bubbles were 

caused by iron particles in the  sand. Figure 3 is a photo-

graph of a slag - bubble in the sand which was definitely 

caused by an iron particle. The particle had been taken 

from the sand as received with a magnet, and placed in thi 

apecimen prior to ramming. 

SLAG BUBBLZ IN SYSTke SAM), 
CAUSED BY IRON PARTICLES. 
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(Prouedure, contfd) 

juansion and Contraction 

The sand specimens were lifted into the furnace 

and the temperature wae gradually raised from ro= tempera-

ture to 2500° P. A dial indicator :  read at 100° Intervals e  

recorded the volume change o  After the furnace reached 2500 0 y., 

the dial was reed at 5-minute Intervale, The resulte of tIas 

study are graphically reported in Figure 4. It will be  seen 

that the New Jersey sand has a higher expansion and lower 

contraction than the other three eande. 

.41•110.+•■••■ 

Discussion: 

A comparieon a the New Jersey and Albany sands 
shows the folloeing: 

1. The Albany sand ie finer than the New Jersey eand 

2. The New Jersey sand contains more "A.F.A." clay, 

3. The New jersey sand withetood the shock  test  better 

than the Albany.  sand, 

4, The New Jersey sand expanded more than the Albany 

sand. 

5. The Albany sand contracted more than the New 

Jersey eand. 

The New Jersey sand is definitely different from 

the others examined. It is actually' more refractory. However 

its high eyptanaton may be undesirable for the type of eastinge 

made. 

A study of the "system n  sand shows it Is coarser 

than any of the at'eor sands submitted and that its permeablity 

le the best of the four. However, specimens subjected te T't17;, 

(Flgure 4 comprises age 5.) 
(22.2.1.mninmea_2!uac_12.) 
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(Discussion, contld) - 

shock test  shed  slag bubbles in the aand. If these occuzred 

near the metalussand interface they would enter the casting  and 

look like an ordinary blow-hdle. purther reaoarch revealed 

that these bUbbles were caused by iren )articles in the sand. 

Wel.IIIIM/Mell..•■■•■■■■•■■•■•• 

CONCLUSIONS: 

10 The high expansion of the New Jereey sand may 

be the cause of rat-talla in the caatinga0 

2. Iron particles in the °aystem n  sand la the 

cause of blows. 

3. It i2 recommended that a magnetic separation 

be used to renevo Iron from the ° system" mad. 
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